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exposure light, a projection exposure apparatus for exposing a wafer via a projection optical system using a liquid immersion method has been proposed (JP-A-2007-177365). In this exposure apparatus, the working distance

(distance from the wafer to the projection optical system) is changed by immersion liquid, and exposure is performed while adjusting the focal position of the projection optical system. In order to measure the focal position, the
following method is used: the center point (centroid) of the wafer is calculated based on the projected image of the wafer surface; the wafer is moved toward the projection optical system; and the focal position is calculated

based on the position of the center of gravity (concave point) of the wafer image. In JP-A-2007-177365, the measurement is performed only once. However, in practice, the measurement position of the projection optical system
is changed during the exposure for manufacturing reasons (e.g., the projection optical system is moved to an exposure position). When the measurement position of the projection optical system is changed, the measured value
may differ from the actual focal position. For example, in a case where the exposure position is shifted with respect to the measurement position, the concave point of the wafer image shifts with respect to the center of gravity,
and the focal position may differ from the measured value. In contrast, in a case where the measurement position is shifted with respect to the exposure position, the concave point of the wafer image does not shift with respect
to the center of gravity, and the focal position may be the same as the measured value. If the focal position measured is different from the actual focal position, a focus margin may differ from the optimal design value, and the
throughput and exposure accuracy may be adversely affected. In a case where a substrate is exposed while a focal position is measured, the exposure is performed with the focal position measured until the difference between

the measured and actual focal positions exceeds the focus margin. However, the focus margin cannot be determined in advance. In contrast, in the exposure apparatus according to JP-A-2007-177365, the difference between the
measured and actual focal positions is recognized,
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